
100 Metaphor Examples
● Life is a journey: This metaphor compares life to a journey,

emphasizing the idea that life has a beginning, end, and a

path we must navigate with its ups and downs, just like a physical journey.

● Time is money: This metaphor equates time and money, indicating that wasting

time is akin to wasting money, highlighting the value of time management.

● All the world’s a stage: From Shakespeare, this metaphor depicts life as a stage

play where people are actors, playing different roles throughout their lives.

● Love is a battlefield: This metaphor illustrates love as a struggle or conflict,

symbolizing the hardships and challenges that can arise in a relationship.

● He has a heart of stone: This metaphor describes a person who is unfeeling or

cruel, likening their lack of emotion to a hard, lifeless stone.

● Her voice is music to his ears: This metaphor expresses that hearing her voice is

as pleasing and melodious as listening to music.

● The world is a canvas to our imagination: This metaphor portrays the world as a

blank canvas, allowing individuals to shape and create their reality through

imagination.

● You are my sunshine: Comparing a person to sunshine, this metaphor conveys

that the individual brings warmth, happiness, and light into someone’s life.

● My memory is a little cloudy: This metaphor illustrates forgetfulness or confusion,

likening it to a cloud-covered memory.

● The news was a dagger to his heart: Describing news that is deeply painful, this

metaphor compares the emotional pain to being physically stabbed in the heart.



● Her laughter was a bubbling brook: This metaphor equates laughter with a

gentle, flowing brook, implying a sense of purity and joy.

● Hope is a beacon: Comparing hope to a guiding light, this metaphor illustrates

hope as something that guides and inspires, like a beacon for ships.

● The classroom was a zoo: This metaphor describes a chaotic and wild classroom

environment, likening it to the unpredictability of animals in a zoo.

● Your mind is a garden: This metaphor portrays the mind as a garden that can be

cultivated and grown, reflecting the idea of personal growth and learning.

● Her eyes were shining stars: This metaphor compares someone’s eyes to stars,

symbolizing brightness, beauty, and wonder.

● He’s a night owl: Describing someone who stays up late, this metaphor likens

them to an owl, a creature active at night.

● He drowned in a sea of grief: This metaphor describes overwhelming sorrow as a

sea, conveying the depth and consuming nature of the emotion.

● The snow is a white blanket: This metaphor illustrates snow covering the ground

as a blanket, emphasizing its uniformity and comforting appearance.

● The hospital was a refrigerator: Describing the hospital as cold and emotionless,

this metaphor likens its atmosphere to a refrigerator’s chill.

● America is a melting pot: This metaphor symbolizes the blending of various

cultures and ethnicities in America, like ingredients melting together in a pot.

● He’s a walking encyclopedia: This metaphor describes a person with vast

knowledge, comparing them to an encyclopedia.

● Her hair was a flowing golden river: Likening hair to a river, this metaphor

conveys the beauty and fluid movement of golden locks.

● The city sleeps: This metaphor personifies the city, describing its quiet and

stillness at night as though it were sleeping.



● The sun kissed her face: This metaphor portrays the sun’s rays touching

one’s face gently, as if the sun were able to kiss.

● Your words are bullets: Comparing words to bullets, this metaphor emphasizes

the harmful and penetrating effect words can have.

● The car was a furnace in the sun: This metaphor describes the intense heat

inside a car under the sun, likening it to a furnace.

● The thunder was a mighty roar: Likening thunder to a roar, this metaphor

conveys the power and intensity of a thunderstorm.

● He’s a wolf in sheep’s clothing: This metaphor describes someone who appears

innocent but is actually dangerous, akin to a predatory wolf disguised as a

harmless sheep.

● Her home was a prison: Comparing home to a prison, this metaphor symbolizes

a lack of freedom or happiness in one’s living situation.

● The wind howled its mighty objection: This metaphor personifies the wind,

describing its strong and noisy presence as a howl of protest.

● The moon is a ghostly galleon tossed upon cloudy seas: This metaphor paints an

image of the moon as a spectral ship sailing on clouds, adding a poetic touch.

● Words are the tools of the trade for a writer: This metaphor illustrates that words

are essential instruments for a writer, like tools for a craftsman.

● She’s a shining star: Comparing someone to a star, this metaphor emphasizes

that the person stands out brilliantly in their field or community.

● The computer is an old man who is not wise enough: Likening a computer to an

old, unwise man, this metaphor conveys frustration with its lack of capability.

● The road was a ribbon of moonlight: This metaphor describes a road illuminated

by moonlight, emphasizing its beauty and serenity.

● He’s a real snake in the grass: This metaphor portrays a person as sneaky and

untrustworthy, comparing them to a hidden snake.



● The waves were dancing in the moonlight: Likening waves to dancers, this

metaphor conveys the grace and rhythm of waves under the moon’s glow.

● The vines wove their delicate fingers together: Personifying vines as having

fingers, this metaphor describes how they intertwine and connect.

● Their home was a castle: This metaphor compares a home to a castle,

symbolizing security, grandeur, and perhaps an exaggerated sense of

importance.

● The fog is a cat creeping in: Likening fog to a stealthy cat, this metaphor

describes how fog slowly and quietly envelops an area.

● Her long hair was a flowing golden river: Similar to an earlier metaphor, this one

also likens long hair to a river, emphasizing its beauty and flow.

● He’s a shark in the business world: This metaphor compares a businessperson to

a shark, emphasizing their aggressiveness and predatory instincts.

● The exam was a breeze: This metaphor describes an easy and effortless exam,

comparing it to a gentle breeze.

● My lawyer is a shark: Similar to a businessperson metaphor, this one likens a

lawyer to a shark, symbolizing their aggressive and relentless nature.

● The stars are sparkling diamonds: Comparing stars to diamonds, this metaphor

emphasizes their brightness and value.

● Time is a thief: This metaphor portrays time as something that steals moments

away, reflecting the fleeting nature of life.

● He’s buried in a sea of paperwork: This metaphor describes being overwhelmed

by paperwork, likening it to a sea that one can drown in.

● She is the apple of my eye: This metaphor signifies someone highly cherished,

comparing them to something as valued as the pupil of one’s eye.

● The family is a pillar of society: Describing family as a supporting structure, this

metaphor emphasizes its foundational role in societal stability.



● The company is a well-oiled machine: This metaphor illustrates a company

running smoothly and efficiently, likening it to a well-maintained machine

● The human brain is a wonderful computer: This metaphor compares the brain’s

processing ability to a computer, emphasizing the complexity and efficiency of

human thought.

● His voice was gravel: Likening a voice to gravel, this metaphor describes a

rough, harsh sound that may be unpleasant or abrasive.

● Her lips were roses: Comparing lips to roses, this metaphor symbolizes beauty,

delicacy, and a soft, pleasing appearance.

● The detective’s eyes were a microscope: This metaphor equates a detective’s

observant eyes to a microscope, emphasizing his ability to see fine details and

uncover hidden truths.

● Her words were butterflies of wisdom: Describing words as butterflies, this

metaphor conveys a sense of grace and wisdom that is both delicate and

profound.

● The world is a vampire: This metaphor portrays the world as something that

drains energy or vitality, similar to a mythical vampire.

● He’s a leech: Comparing someone to a leech, this metaphor describes a person

who takes from others without giving back, like a parasite.

● The markets are a roller coaster ride: This metaphor describes the

unpredictability and ups and downs of the financial markets, likening them to a

roller coaster.

● Their romance was a slow dance: Likening romance to a slow dance, this

metaphor symbolizes the gentle, rhythmic progression of a loving relationship.

● His career is a house of cards: This metaphor compares a fragile or risky career

to a house of cards, emphasizing its instability and the danger of collapse.



● The task was a mountain to climb: Describing a difficult task as a mountain,

this metaphor emphasizes the challenge and effort required to overcome it.

● The committee is a three-headed monster: This metaphor compares a

complicated committee to a mythical three-headed monster, symbolizing its

confusing or contradictory nature.

● The job interview was a tightrope walk: This metaphor likens a job interview to a

precarious tightrope walk, emphasizing the balance and care needed to succeed.

● Her novel was a passport to adventure: Describing a novel as a passport, this

metaphor conveys the idea of literary escapism and the ability to travel through

reading.

● His thoughts were a maze: Comparing thoughts to a maze, this metaphor

illustrates the complexity and confusion of someone’s thinking process.

● Her room was a jungle: Likening a room to a jungle, this metaphor emphasizes

its wild, untamed appearance, often referring to messiness or disorder.

● He’s a ticking time bomb: This metaphor describes a person or situation on the

verge of exploding or breaking down, emphasizing a sense of imminent danger.

● The stadium was a sea of faces: This metaphor portrays a crowded stadium as a

sea filled with faces, emphasizing the vastness of the crowd.

● She’s the black sheep of the family: Comparing someone to a black sheep, this

metaphor denotes a family member who is different or unconventional.

● My thoughts are stars I cannot fathom into constellations: This poetic metaphor

from John Green’s “The Fault in Our Stars” illustrates the difficulty in organizing

thoughts, likening them to distant, unconnected stars.

● The family is a tree with branching relationships: This metaphor compares a

family to a tree, symbolizing the interconnected relationships that branch out like

limbs.



● The crowd was a wave of excitement: Likening a crowd to a wave, this

metaphor emphasizes the collective enthusiasm and movement of people.

● My friend’s secrets are a treasure trove: Comparing secrets to hidden treasures,

this metaphor conveys the value and intrigue of confidential information.

● His opinion on art is a mystery: This metaphor portrays someone’s elusive

opinion as a mystery, emphasizing the difficulty in understanding or deciphering

it.

● Their romance was a burning flame: Likening romance to a flame, this metaphor

symbolizes passionate love that burns brightly.

● The car engine coughed and sputtered to life: Personifying a car engine, this

metaphor describes the sound and movement of starting a car, particularly if it’s

old or in poor condition.

● The teacher’s words floated into the students’ ears: This metaphor illustrates a

teacher’s words as floating, conveying a sense of gentle persuasion or guidance.

● His excuses were threads of a larger fabric of lies: This metaphor compares

multiple excuses to threads woven into a fabric, symbolizing a complex web of

deception.

● The café was a little world of its own: Describing a café as a unique world, this

metaphor emphasizes its distinctive atmosphere and community.

● He has a razor-sharp mind: This metaphor illustrates an intellect that is keen and

incisive, likening it to the sharp edge of a razor.

● Her face was an open book: Comparing a face to an open book, this metaphor

symbolizes transparency and the ease of reading someone’s emotions or

thoughts.

● He’s a diamond in the rough: This metaphor describes someone with untapped

potential, comparing them to an unpolished diamond that could shine with a little

care.



● The report was a recipe for disaster: Likening a report to a recipe, this

metaphor emphasizes that it contains all the elements for a potential failure or

catastrophe.

● Life is a merry-go-round: This metaphor compares life to a merry-go-round,

symbolizing its cyclical nature and the repetition of experiences.

● He was a fountain of knowledge: Describing someone as a continuous source of

information, this metaphor compares them to a constantly flowing fountain.

● Her tears were a river flowing down her cheeks: This metaphor portrays tears as

a river, emphasizing their abundance and the depth of emotion.

● The silence was a wall between them: Comparing silence to a wall, this metaphor

symbolizes a barrier or division between people, often due to lack of

communication.

● The concert was a symphony of sounds: This metaphor describes a concert as a

harmonious blend of various sounds, reflecting musical richness and diversity.

● His business was a ship sailing in rough seas: Likening a business to a ship, this

metaphor conveys the challenges and instability faced in a tumultuous

environment.

● The classroom was a hive of activity: This metaphor compares a busy classroom

to a hive, emphasizing the collaborative and buzzing nature of student activity.

● Their conversation was a tennis match: Likening a conversation to a tennis

match, this metaphor illustrates the back-and-forth nature of dialogue.

● Her smile was a ray of sunshine: Comparing a smile to sunshine, this metaphor

conveys a sense of warmth and happiness radiating from someone.

● The garden was Eden: This metaphor likens a garden to the biblical Eden,

symbolizing its perfection, beauty, and tranquility.

● The baby’s cries were a siren call: Likening a baby’s cries to a siren, this

metaphor emphasizes the urgent and compelling nature of the sound.



● His mind is a steel trap: This metaphor compares someone’s mind to a steel

trap, reflecting its ability to capture and retain information efficiently.

● Her temper was a volcano ready to erupt: Describing temper as a volcano, this

metaphor illustrates a bubbling anger that’s on the verge of exploding.

● The movie was a window into another world: This metaphor portrays a movie as

a window, symbolizing its ability to offer a glimpse into a different reality.

● The team was a well-oiled machine: Similar to an earlier metaphor, this one also

likens a smoothly functioning team to a well-maintained machine.

● The sky was a canvas painted with clouds: This metaphor compares the sky to a

canvas, emphasizing the artistic arrangement of clouds and colors.

● His heart was an empty room: Describing a heart as an empty room, this

metaphor symbolizes loneliness or a lack of emotion, reflecting a sense of void

and isolation.
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